NASA Contributions to IT

W
hen we think of the National Aero nautics and Space A d m i n i s t r at ion (NASA), we think of satellites, spacecraft, the space station, and their enabling technologies, espe cially those that let humans survive in space. However, such technology doesn't just benefit space explora tion and astronauts-it benefits everyday consumers as well.
NASA's Expansive Reach
Each year, NASA produces Spin off, a report outlining its con tributions to the US (see www. sti.nasa.gov/tto). Many derivative technologies in medicine and per sonal comfort have emerged from NASA missions, positively affect ing our lives.
However, beneficial technologies have also emerged in computing and information processing over the more than 60 years since the cre ation of NASA. These technologies have profoundly affected civilian and military computing and IT applications. Furthermore, spinoff companies, increased computational efficiency, and new product oppor tunities arising from NASA research have produced enormous economic benefits. This issue of IT Pro cele brates a tiny fraction of these suc cesses, particularly as they apply to IT.
In this Issue
The first article, "Contributions to IT: A View from Ames Research Center," describes how research in physics, intelligent systems, and robotics at NASA's Ames Research Center in Silicon Valley have long spurred advances in IT and civilian applications, including airtraffic control and data mining. The au thors recount some historic mile stones but focus in particular on recent contributions in modeling and simulation, nextgeneration airtraffic management, intelligent systems, and complex data analysis.
The next article, "HighEnd Computing Technologies for NASA Missions," takes us on a histori cal tour of the NASA advanced supercomputing facility housed at Ames. For more than 30 years, work at the supercomputing cen ter has yielded important results in batch scheduling, storage tech nology, scientific visualization, system benchmarking, and grid computing.
Open source software has been an important factor in IT for many years now, but its use in US government applications has been limited. Finally, in this issue's Trends de partment, "Farewell to the Space Shuttle," Phillip A. Laplante pro vides some personal anecdotes about his days working on the Space Shuttle project and its many positive effects on technology and people. There has been some con troversy in the US related to the closing of the Space Shuttle project; its planned replacement, Project Constellation; and the general di rection given for NASA. Laplante opines that refocusing the NASA mission isn't a good thing, and he longs for "the good old days." W e hope that you enjoy these contributions and that they renew your enthusiasm and respect for the legacy of NASA in the IT profes sion. We're looking forward to the next 60 years of NASA innova tions and the benefits they'll bring to humanity. 
